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WitZend  Venice, CA

Contact:!dougdeutschpr@gmail.com
Web:!peachmusic.com/live
The Players:!PEACH, vocals, guitar; Jamie 
James, vocals, guitar; Tom Walsh, drums; 
Jervonny Collier, bass; Ken Stange, keyboard, 
harmonica.

Material: PEACH and Jamie James trade off 
and share vocals, which includes originals they 
have both penned as well as fun covers such 
as John Ellison’s “Some Kind of Wonderful.” 
PEACH!shared briefly about performing that 
song when she opened for blues legend Little 
Milton.
    You can’t help but draw comparisons to 
Bonnie Raitt when you hear!PEACH, who 
similarly appropriates soul and R&B to craft her 
own unique yet still traditional blend of blues 
music. She has worked with the likes of Marty 
Grebb (Bonnie Raitt), Jon Woodhead (Leon 
Russell) and Rick Vito (Fleetwood Mac), and 
her stylistic similarities to those parenthesized 
artists are apparent.

Musicianship: The band is tight. Walsh and 
Collier are subtle and adept at classic blues 
finales. Collier effortlessly floats across his 
frets for a smooth finish on “Little by Little,” and 
Walsh’s enthusiasm on “Ain’t Got No Money” is 
infectious.
    James takes the majority of the guitar solos, 
which receive rounds of applause throughout 
the performance. Stange gets his time to 
shine with an incredible key solo on “It Meant 
Nothing.” He also impresses by playing both 
keys and a crisp sounding harmonica during 
“The Real Thing.”

RONNIE HAINES

The Know  Portland, OR

Contact: RonnieHainesBooking@gmail.com
Web: facebook.com/RonnieHainesMusic
The Players: Ronnie Haines, vocals, guitar; 
Daniel Bedell, bass; Evan Prochaska, drums.

Material: Much of Haines’ set comes from his 
recent EP. Songs like the title track, “In Just a 
Little While, We’re Going to Be Alright,” waft in 
currents of dream-pop (think Unknown Mortal 
Orchestra) while others such as “Stacy Cuts 
Loose” drop into the heavier chop of psych 
rock (think Ty Segall). Most feature verbed-out 
vocals and melodic sensibility that make up for 
largely unintelligible lyrics. Halfway through, 
Haines tells the crowd he wants to play some 
unreleased “heavy numbers” and proceeds to 
slam the set right on its face. The pure ruckus 
of “In The Gardens Of Hell” and “Four Hearts” 
directly oppose the chilled psychedelia of the 
set’s first half.

Musicianship: Haines is capable of cooing 
in falsetto before ripping into shrieks of Jay 
Reatard proportions, which, in the context of 
this venue’s mix, tended to blend into white 
noise. This could have been problematic 
without Prochaska’s drumming to hold 
everything together, whether in relaxed, lilting 
beats on the ride or in the occasional heavy 
breakdown. Bedell’s minimalist bass lines, 
plucked on what appears to be a punchy 
Mustang, do exactly what they need to do. 
Haines uses Malekko pedals and puts two 
delay pedals on his vocals, causing them to 

shift in and out of phase and caters nicely to his 
dreamier tunes. 

Performance: The trio took to the stage 
without ceremony, clad in thrifted finery—
Haines backwards-hatted wearing a tank 
imprinted with the Grinch. They strayed from 
gimmickry and kept the set unapologetically 
brief. A swift and satisfying performance 
negotiated accessibility and confrontation, 
inviting the listeners in and then challenging 
them. One can bop along with bassist 
Bedell—who was partial to a one-footed 
stomp-jig—before having to dodge Haines as 
he repeatedly rushed offstage into the crowd.

Summary: There is plenty of potential here, 
and the band clearly has a foot in Portland’s 
lo-fi scene. Though Haines and company 
worked hard to get any rise out of this languid 
bar crowd, they would surely tear up a house 
show.
     They pare their concert to its vitals: a 
barrage of songs interspersed with clipped, 
witty dialogue—the last song ends in a 
sudden slam after which Bedell jests, “That's 
where the pyrotechnics are supposed to go 
off.” It is better to play a short set and leave 
the audience wanting more. I would love to 
hear!more from Ronnie Haines.

–Ted Jamison
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Performance: The band started the set 
without!PEACH,!who later made a statement 
when she took the stage with her glittery 
green Billy Asher guitar in tow. Unfortunately 
the low microphone placement proved to be a  
struggle for her and did take the focus off the 
presentation. Stange also seemed to fight a bit 
with the distraction of the fog machine while 
adjusting his sheet music.
    The set lost momentum between capo 
changes and tune-ups, but the sound was 
great as a result. All told, the band was strong 
and made adjustments as the set progressed.

Summary: The performance would have been 
a lot tighter had the band kept to the original 
set list, as switching things up prolonged the 
segues between songs. That time would have 
been better used to adjust the microphone 
after the first song, which pulled focus away 
from!PEACH!somewhat throughout the 
performance.
    Although!PEACH!does take on a few solos 
it would have been nice to see her work the 
stage more or ramp up her interplay with 
James.
                                                   –Brooke Trout
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